TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
francs enough to buy himself 3 pair of coveted wooden dolphins
for the patio of his Villa.
Currency "counters". To a sophisticated Author they'repre-
sented treasures of art; to Mrs. Molesworth's Carrots, a yellow
sixpenny to buy Floss a new doll; to Carrots of Brambleford
the end of a world war . . .
Nine for the Nine Bright Shiners,
Eight for the Eight Bold Rangers,
Seven for the Seven Stars in the Sky,
Six for the Six Proud Walkers,
Five for the Symbols at your door ...
I am glad that still, in spite of all my questions, I understand
as little of the actual meaning of this old marching song, as Carrots
of half-sovereigns. To know exactly and encyclopaedically what
were the Nine Bright Shiners, the Eight Bold Rangers, the Seven
Stars in the Sky and the Six Proud Walkers, would be to rob them
of their magic and the tantalizing sense that somehow each lire
holds an urgent personal message. Who were the Six Proud
Walkers? How wdl "proud" becomes that line; pagan and
splendid, marching in single file, the Six Proud Walkers ... I do
not know where they were walking, nor do I know if the Nine
Bright Shiners were coins or stars. And again, is, there any differ-
ence except what we choose to make of either ? Currency of the
earth or currency of the sky 2
Which brings us neatly to Mr. E**** of Llandudno. In the
same week as the most dramatic sensational events of the war in
North Africa, that thrilling amber November of 1942, Mr. E****
of Llandudno, rightly preoccupied by his astronomical researches,
discovered a far-off star no bigger than a minute. His discovery
was corroborated by a telegram from a fellow-astronomer in
Sweden—which may or may not have been exactly simultaneous.
The event was recorded in every newspaper, though one paragraph
was all that could be allowed for the announcement or this new
Bright Shiner. Certainly the international astronomers searching
Ac international heavens would care littde for their "news value".
Yet the rest of us should not be too star-aloof in war-time. The
landing of American troops in North Africa must be the more
important event* crowding every column of the newspapers,
Singing us all oat of stagjation*s bog. The very song which tells
us Green Grow && Rjishcs-o, song of the Twelve Apostles, the
mmm^Ks^ tfae Gospel Makers, the Lily-White Boys
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